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Car	sharing
• Shared	use	of	a	fleet	of	cars	by	CS	members
• Obstacles	for	coordination	removed	by	technology

• CS	explosion	in	the	last	15	years
• 3	main	car	sharing	modes

• Two-way:	trips	start	and	end	at	the	same	CS	station
• One-way:	trips	may	end	at	any	CS	station
• Free	floating:	on-street	parking	anywhere	within	the	
geofence
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Motivation	behind	this	work

• Open	problems	in	CS	research
• Vehicle	redistribution
• Cleaning	and	maintenance
• Infrastructure	planning

• Car	sharing	is	a	weak	signal	in	the	city	landscape
• the	fraction	of	people	relying	on	car	sharing	for	their	daily	trips	is	rapidly	increasing	

but	it	is	still	in	the	order	of	single	digit	percentage	points	in	the	best	cases.

• Car	sharing	has	been	mostly	studied	through	surveys and	direct	
interviews	with	its	members.

• Car	sharing	is	typically	not	accounted	for	in	households	travel	diaries	
periodically	collected	by	city	administrations.

• Can	data	mining	offer	helpful	insights?



The	dataset

• Availability	over	time	of	CS	vehicles in	10	European
cities	for	one	of	the	major	free-floating car	sharing	
operators.

• Observation	period:
• May	17,	2015	and	June	30,	2015	(for	9	cities)
• March	11,	2016	to	May	12,	2016.

• Data	collected	every	1	minute using	the	available	public	
API,	which	yields	responses	in	the	form	of	JSON	files.

• Data	cleaning:
• technical	problems	on	the	booking	website	->	corrupted	

entries	discarded
• faulty	GPS	systems	->	coordinates	that	are	manifestly	invalid	

(e.g.,	cars	available	in	different	countries)	have	been	
discarded.

• Data	preprocessing	and	analysis	has	been	carried	out	in	R.	

Electric	
vehicles	
only



Dataset	limitations

• Movements	are	inferred from	cars	disappearing	on	the	CS	map
• Movement	from	A	to	B	=	a	car	disappears	from	location	A	to	later	reappear	
at	location	B

• No	explicit	way	for	distinguishing	between	regular	customer	trips	and	
maintenance	trips	

• No	direct	information	about	the	trajectory followed	by	the	shared	
vehicle

• We	have	queried	Google	Maps	asking	for	directions	and	expected	travel	
time	between	the	source	and	destination	coordinates	of	each	trip

• Estimated	the	travelled	distance	using	real-life	average	consumption	
extracted	from	https://www.spritmonitor.de/en/

<vehicle_id, GPS_coords, engine_type, fuel_level, interior_exterior_state>



The	mode	share	in	the	10	cities

• 3	classes	of	cities:	one	in	which	motorised modes	dominate,	
one	in	which	public	transport	(and	hence	walking)	are	more	
important,	and	one	in	which	people	move	prevalently	by	
bike

Source:	Eurostat’s	City	
Urban	Audit	database



Vehicle	utilization	rate

• the	number	of	daily	trips per	vehicle	
• index	that	is	often	used	as	a	measure	of	car	sharing	success,	
as	it	captures	short	and	frequent	trips

Service was in 
fact shutdown



Does	modal	split	correlate	with	
successful	CS?

• Bike	
(Pearson	r	=	−0.34)

• Public	transport
(r	=	0.22)

• Walking	and	motorcycle	
(r	=	0.06	and	r	=	0.0051)

• Cars	(r	=	0.09).	



Do	we	really	need	relocation?

• We	divide	the	
operational	area	in	
cells	with	side	
length	500m

• We	observe	how	
the	%	of	empty	cells	
varies	over	time

There are always a 
lot of empty zones in 

the cities!

The CS in City#9 had opened 
just a few weeks before our 

data collection, and its service 
hadn’t yet stabilized.



The	relocation	potential	– part	1

Even in 
the best 

case, 
vehicles 
remain 
parked 
most of 
the time!

• #empty	cells +	#idle	vehicles =	strong	concentration	of	
vehicles	in	certain	areas

• This	is	good	news	for	the	research	on	vehicle	redistribution:	
the	operator	can	indeed	exploit	a	large	number	of	vehicles	
that	are	not	used	most	of	the	time…



The	relocation	potential	– part	2

• …provided	it	is	possible	to	accurately	predict	where	cars	will	be	
requested	in	the	near	future

• We	measure	CELL REGULARITY in	terms	of	the	number	of	pickup	events	
observed	within	the	cell	during	working	days.

• In	order	to	measure	how	much	the	number	of	pickups	varies	across	the	
observation	period	we	use	the	technique	described	in	[1].	

• We	divide	each	day	into	bins
• For	each	cell	N,	we	compute	the	#	of	trips	starting	at	N	for	each	bin	
(1,	…,	n)	of	day	i:

• We	compute	the	accumulated	variance	during	the	l days	of	
observation	period	as:

[1]	Zhong,	Chen,	et	al.	"Variability	in	regularity:	Mining	temporal	mobility	patterns	in	London,	Singapore	and	Beijing	using	smart-card	
data." PloS one 11.2	(2016):	e0149222.
[1]	Zhong,	Chen,	et	al.	"Variability	in	regularity:	Mining	temporal	mobility	patterns	in	London,	Singapore	and	Beijing	using	smart-card	
data." PloS one 11.2	(2016):	e0149222.

Squared 
correlation



the vast majority of 
cells has an 
extremely predictable 
behaviour, with 
limited variability

the number of 
outliers is significant, 
and it should be 
taken into account 
when designing 
supply models for 
car sharing services

(e.g., unpredictable cells 
should not be taken into 
account in the 
redistribution process). 



How	many	different	cell	usages?
• We	used	the	following	techniques:

• We	discretize time into bins with a duration of 10 minutes
• We compute the average occupancy (# available vehicles) in each bin across 

the observation period
• We normalize by the average daily availability in each cell
• Dynamic	Time	Warping:	measures	how	“close”	two	time	series	are

• Takes	into	account	minor	shifts	in	time	that	can	be	often	seen	in	time	series
• PAM	Clustering:	creates	k groups	of	similar	stations	based	on	the	DTW	
distance

• Silhouette	Method:	for	selecting	the	most	informative	k

• The optimal number of clusters in all 
cities ranges from 2 to 4.

• The fourth cluster, when present, is a 
very special cluster, composed of just 
one cell (overlapping with the airport
zone)



Bell shaped: above 
average availability 
at night and below 
average availability 

during the day 

Inverted bell: above 
average availability at 
night and below 
average availability 
during the day 

Flat: no significant 
difference in usage is 
detected over the 
whole day 

Business/commercial areas

Residential areas

Mixed usage



Identifying	potential	service	areas	

• Cleaning	and	maintenance is	a	critical	operational	
aspect	in	CS

• the	car	sharing	workforce	is	dispatched	to	collect	vehicles	
that	are	in	need	of	either	

• Moving	workers	around	is	expensive,	and	more	
efficient	solutions	could	be	found	based	on	the	vehicle	
usage	in	the	city	

• POTENTIAL SERVICE AREA:	a	location	vehicle	pass	by	with	
very	high	probability	within	a	predefined	time	window

• workshops	could	be	deployed	in	this	area,	and	this	would	
make	cleaning	and	maintenance	operations	much	more	
efficient



Our	approach

• We	define	a	reference	time	window	W,	corresponding	to	the	
accepted	time	before	taking	out	a	vehicle	for	maintenance

• Then,	for	each	cell,	we	count	the	number	of	distinct	vehicles	
seen	by	the	cells	during	W

• We	assume	that	a	threshold	of	50%	vehicles	would	be	
acceptable	for	the	car	sharing	operator	to	justify	the	
opening	of	a	workshop	in	the	area



Only 2 out of 10 when W=15 days

• In both cases, the service area 
would be located at the airport! 

Only 5 cities out of 10 are able 
to satisfy this requirement when 
W=30 days



Conclusions

• Car	sharing	hasn’t	been	much	data-driven	so	far,	but	data	
analysis	can	offer	important	insights	for	the	management	
of	a	car	sharing	system

• In	this	work	we	have	provided	some	examples,	highlighting	
their	impact	on	CS	operations:

• We	have	shown	the	importance	of	vehicle	utilization	rate and	how	
it	correlates	with	modal	shares	in	the	cities

• We	have	highlighted	the	huge	potential	for	vehicle	relocation	due	
to	the	high	number	of	empty	cells	and	also	of	idle	vehicles

• We	have	shown	that	the	demand	is	generally	very	predictable,	and	
this	also	can	be	exploited	for	relocation

• We	have	discussed	how	to	smartly	deploy	cleaning	and	
maintenance	facilities based	on	vehicle	flows	in	the	CS	network


